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Manifesto Video
The old way of doing it is wrong.  All of the other products on the 
market are inferior.  Here’s why you need this product - it’s a revolution!  
We’re on a mission to disrupt an industry and make your life better! 

EXAMPLE ADS

6 ELEMENTS OF A SUCCESSFUL MANIFESTO VIDEO

 � The old way of doing it is 
broken and we’re on a mission 
to fix it...we’re saving the world 
from mediocre mattresses, 
sunglasses, deodorant, etc.

 � All other products on the 
market fall short in several 
ways or one big way (think 
the raw egg test from the 
Purple Mattress ad below)

 � Why you’ve always wanted 
this product  (even if you 
didn’t know you did).  Create 
“where have you been my 
whole life” moments.

 � Why you need this product - 
share the science behind it.  
(refer to the part in the Coop 
Homegoods video below 
where your pillow weighs 
30% more after 2 years of 
using it and sweating on it.) 

 � Throw in an irresistible offer, 
like a great warranty or a 
free trial or something.  

 � Call To Action of “Learn 
More” or “Shop Now.” 

How to Use a Raw Egg to 
Determine if Your Mattress is Awful

What You Need To Know 
About Pillows

Groove Rings: Have 
you seen them?

If You Or Someone You 
Love Has a Face...

Live Elegantly: Deodorant Musical

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4BvwpjaGZCQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BYmmW3mNS80
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fry-C_CYa_4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H9NkEJeVLs8&t=3s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zoxZRMmtM4g&feature=youtu.be


The Pitchman Demo
This video template looks and feels more like a short form 
infomercial.  It features a strong spokesperson walking through 
the demo of the product.  While the spokesperson usually 
should have some charm, the product is the real star of this 
video.  Think boardwalk salesperson wowing the crowd with jaw 
dropping product demonstrations a’la the Shamwow guy.

EXAMPLE ADS

5 CORE ELEMENTS OF THE PITCHMAN DEMO

 � Problem opener - don’t you 
hate_?  Aren’t you tired 
of_?  Want to end _for 
good?  Don’t you just wish 
someone would cut through 
all of the BS around_?

 � Over-the-top product demo 
(if it’ll do that, it will help 
me! - think Ginsu Knives 
cutting through an aluminum 
can or a skin care product 
helping a burn victim) 

 � Practical Demo - here’s the 
product working in all the 
ways people usually use 
it….I use it on my face, etc.  

 � Endorsement or testimonial(s)

 � “But wait, there’s more” close.  
Like Ginsu knives, add some 
unexpected value at the end

Flex Seal Brite + AeroGrip Sprayer

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fjvNHiFCaPw


The Have It All
This template is provocative because it highlights a desired 
benefit, without the major drawback that usually comes with that 
benefit.  Obvious examples would be losing weight without diet 
and exercise, or taking medication without strange side-effects.

EXAMPLE ADS

3 CORE ELEMENTS OF THE HAVE IT ALL

 � 2-3 objection busting benefits with visual proof.  Here 
are the benefits of the product that remove common 
objections for why someone might now buy.  

 � Here’s the catch.  People are looking for a catch.  Revealing 
the catch makes your product more believable.  

 � Strong call-to-action

Best Bronze Leg Makeup

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cyT9phnWF5E


The Story and  
the Glory
I’ve heard it said that facts fade, but stories stick.  This template 
focuses on the story behind the product and highlights some 
social proof along the way.  Stories are great ways to highlight 
features and benefits in a compelling, memorable way.

EXAMPLE ADS

THE BREAKDOWN OF THE STORY AND GLORY VIDEO

 � Tell the story - include some credibility like press, or awards.  
Show the story behind the product.  Show the “why”. 

 � Use b-roll footage to highlight the story and 
make it believable and compelling. 

 � Feature a few authentic testimonials

 � Show why it’s awesome via products 
demonstration, before and afters, or both.  

 � Strong call-to-action

ABC7 BOOM! Story

Create Photo Books 
from Your Phone

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uTLV9L_KUBk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mF2eKaOc3wo


The Explainer
This is a straightforward video format that cuts right to the 
chase and follows the “Who, What, How” formula.  

EXAMPLE ADS

THE EXPLAINER VIDEO  
“WHO, WHAT, HOW” FORMULA

 � Who is this product for?  This is important because you want 
the right viewers to say to themselves, “hey, this is for me!”

 � What does it do and how does it make my life better 

 � How do I use it?

 � Strong call-to-action

Enhance Your Writing

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MOo9iJ8RYWM


The Testimonial 
Sandwich
This is a very powerful video template that can work for 
almost any business.  It starts with an authentic customer 
testimonial, ends with an authentic testimonial and 
features a compelling product demo in between.

EXAMPLE ADS

3 CORE ELEMENTS OF THE TESTIMONIAL SANDWICH

 � Testimonial Opening

 � Product Demo

 � Testimonial Close + Call-to-action

BOOM! Demo

Ogee Tinted Sculpted Lip 
Oil Demo and Review

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qHlFJml9doU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q_YXRX9ldCQ


UGC Testimonial 
Mashup
As the name implies this is a mashup of real customer 
testimonials.  Often your customers can make claims that don’t 
sound as good coming from you.  Take testimonials from real 
customers and chop them down to just the most compelling 
highlights.  Combine testimonials that all center around one 
main benefit or that highlight the top 2-3 product benefits.

EXAMPLE ADS

3 CORE ELEMENTS OF THE UGC TESTIMONIAL MASHUP

 � Mash up clips of customers saying why they love your product

 � Work in a variety of testimonials that compare your product 
to the competition, tell how your product is used.

 � Strong call-to-action

B-TIGHT Full Review

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nn6xknGw_x4


Clinical or 
Professional 
Endorsement
For some products, the credibility of a clinical study or 
professional endorsement carries a lot of weight. While all 
products are purchased more for emotional rather than 
logical reasons, if insufficient proof for a product is available, 
prospects won’t allow themselves to believe your claims.

EXAMPLE ADS

3 ELEMENTS OF A SUCCESSFUL CLINICAL 
OR PROFESSIONAL ENDORSEMENT

 � Clinical study or independent 3rd party validation

 � Professional endorsement

 � Strong CTA

Why NFL QB Philip Rivers 
Wears A Groove Ring

Brett Bolton M.D. Endorsement

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UMGCPhiQYII
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hnW-FfyltfM&feature=youtu.be


Influencer or 
Influencer Mashup
This is essentially the same concept as the UGC mashup, 
but it features influencers instead of customers.

EXAMPLE ADS

2 ELEMENTS OF A SUCCESSFUL  
INFLUENCER/INFLUENCER MASHUP VIDEO

 � Social media influencer review

 � Social media influencer mashup

Arianny Celeste On Why She 
Loves Kerotin Hair Care Products

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FnkVj0sVJB0&feature=youtu.be


That’s a Wrap!
Use this as inspiration to create your next killer YouTube ad! Hopefully the next 

video I see that makes me say “woah, I gotta add that to our list.” is yours!  

~ Brett Curry
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